
* Optional accessories required.

Smart File Management
Automatically organizes and stores video files 

based on the type of recorded incident 
for easy file location spotting.

Integrated Thermal Protection
Integrated Super Capacitor and 

Thermal Sensor enhance reliability 
in extreme temperatures.

Anti-File Corruption
Proprietary file management system eliminates 

data corruption and improves the reliability 
of the memory card. 

Wi-Fi with Mobile Viewer
Stream and download recordings

to your mobile device while connected
to the dash cam via Wi-Fi.

QHD
With the Premium 1440p 

Sony Exmor STARVIS, 
you get all the details you need.

Road Safety Warnings
Lane Departure and Forward Collision Warning 

Systems lower the risk of accidents 
by warning the driver of impending road hazards.

Safety Camera Alert
The  GPS antenna tracks  the road 

and direction of travel to notify the driver 
of photo enforced areas for safe driving.

Parking Surveillance * Rear View Camera *

DASH CAM QA100 ELITE
NEW PRODUCT RELEASE

The all-new Thinkware QA100 ELITE is the perfect harmony between design and performance. 
Encased in an industry award-winning design lies a new optical lens and an improved 
5.14MP Sony STARVIS image sensor that delivers strikingly clear video quality in 2K QHD.
Its advanced driver assistance system can warn you of potential forward collisions and
lane departures along with alerts for red light cameras and speed cameras.

Available in 2 versions:
QA100ELITEC:  Front Only with Cigarette Lighter Adapter 
QA100ELITED32HF: Front & Rear Bundle with Hardwire Kit and Polarized Filter

With hardwiring installation, it employs
a combination of motion and impact detection

to protect the vehicle from hit-and-runs.

Record events behind your vehicle
with the optional 1080p rear camera

for all-around protection.

Resolution: Front - 1440p QHD (2560x1440p), Rear - 1080p Full HD (1920x1080p)
Camera : Front - 5.14MP Sony Exmor STARV IS, Rear - 2.13MP Sony Exmor STARVIS
Viewing Angle : Front - 140° ( Diagonal), Rear - 140° (Diagonal)


